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Dr. Carolyn's CV was just updated.

Hormone Replacement without doing basics.
Medicine is the third largest economy in
the world.
Medical infrastructure is so woven into the
matrix.
Inclination about wanting to grab a pill.
Doing basics consistently so body can rely
on you to provide it what it needs.
People are looking for complexities.
They need to learn to trust simplicity.

Ed Long posted, "The Answer to Cancer"
Hives from running in desert washed with

Chromosome 14 - why?
One of the only chromosomes that have a 
ring and an arm.

body-it so quickly absorbs. Your body just
sucks it in.
Milky urine and stools.

a toxin coming out.

the cells. 
Keep hydrated with 1/2 your body weight
in oz of water.
Dowager's Hump
Can this be corrected with RNA Drops and

Light Osteoporosis in spine.
Stopped all calcium pills last year.
20 lbs heavier.
Left ovary removed last year.

Body posture with head forward too much.
Bones get pulled out of place.
By gravity allowing your hips to settle in
proper place. Then, the rest of your spine 
will settle out.

http://drcarolyndean.com

iON and Bob recording about cancer.
ionandbob.blogspot.com

ReLyte/ReMag water. Swelling went down.

Spraying or pouring ReMag/ReLyte on your

ReAline is a detoxifier so this could be

ReMag will dump out toxic chemicals from

ReMag?

On Completement Program.
Egoscue Tower

http://drcarolyndean.com/


If it's calcification, calcium will eventually
be eliminated.
This is also common with people who have

balance.
S curves will help your minerals
to get in better.
Put a cervical roll in that area to allow
that area to settle.

Broken bone in hand.
Hand is still swollen and painful although
bone is healed. 
Doctors suggesting cortisone shots.

and spray hand.
Body protecting area that is still sensitive.

35 year old with high blood pressure
150/100 at the highest and usually
140/90
Husband on two drugs for high blood pressure
Started him on oral magnesium.
Missing days.
Don't know why? Genetics?
Doctor doesn't care why.
ACE inhibitor is inhibiting activity of
magnesium. Drug is supposed to relax the
blood vessels. This is what magnesium does.
Magnesium is the treatment.
Why are they giving a diuretic to a 35 year
old running who is already sweating it off?
Everything is working against who and what
he is as a young man.
Runners start sweating out a lot of their
minerals.
This is all mineral deficiency and lack of
hydration.
Genes don't all of a sudden attack us in this
way.

Recommended getting a Magnesium RBC
test.

magnesium.
Give him his four water bottles and put

Make sure he drinks all the water by the end
of the day.

low thyroid but ReLyte will gain you thyroid

integrativehealthsource.com
Took bentonite a year ago.

Get spray bottle and put ReMag and ReLyte

Take ReLyte orally.

Magnesium Advocacy Group on Facebook.

Take ReMag as an easier way to take

ReMag and ReLyte into his water.



High blood pressure for men territory at work
place makes him tense - Total Biology.

Anything that is not present in your birth
state is not genetic.
RNA Drops sample; tried for 2 weeks
Bought 1.5 oz bottle and took for a month
Chronic pain in back and legs for 2 years
Depression and anxiety.
Desperate to see a result.
Desperation drives things right out of our
reality.
The Drops have a relax and allow aspect.
You just let them do their work.
Get a bottle and take 2 drops a day and just
stick with it.
RNA Drops will make perfect cells.
Listen to testimonials and decide for
yourself.
2012rnaradio.com
RNA Drops - 2 mini bottles
Stop worrying about how you feel.
Determination to define yourself as identified
with your condition.
Lots of dynamics being managed.
Engage your mind. Do something positive
for your mind.
Claim your position first so that you 
condition your mind to perform what you 
are claiming.
Our body's pain is trying to give us a 
message.

The Drops do work!
I was in terrible pain.
Took 10 months on the Drop for relief.
Listen to the programs.
They do work!
Hair Electrolysis
Will RNA Drops reverse the results?
You'll have to do the experiment on that
one.
Let us know what happens.

So hydrating instantly.
Skin is smoother instantly.
Daughter is diabetic and she is spraying
her daughter. Is helping.
Severe varicose veins in lower legs.

ReMag 1 tsp twice a day
ReLyte 1/2-3/4 tsp twice a day.

Pain is uncommunicated communication.

Spritz with ReMag/ReLyte



Doctors are talking about stripping the veins.

Products.
Valves in veins have prolapsed.
Supposed to be exercising.
Total Biology - pressure at home
RNA Drops 5 drops for 5 months
Would being off RNA Drops raise my blood
pressure?
Don't have enough information to comment.

Taking Drops and ReMag for year.

I'd be using the whole Completement

Donald just nevermind about it.
Jim, spray your legs with ReMag. It works.
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